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Abstract 
This paper is devoted to so-called method of basis (local) variations, proposed by A.B. Zolotov, and its applications in structural 
analysis. Combination of method of basis variation and effectively with finite element method (FEM) or variation-difference 
method (VDM) for formulation of resolving (resultant) system of linear algebraic equations. Theoretical foundations of this 
method are presented. Basic formulas for linear and non-linear problems of structural mechanics are given. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
As known majority of problems of structural mechanics [1,2], one way or another, can be formulated with the use of 
the concepts of the theory of linear operators and linear spaces [3]. We should mention here, in particular, concepts of 
vector, linear operator, linear and bilinear functionals. Equations of general theory of elasticity [2] and equations of 
plate analysis [4,5] are vital samples of linear differential operators. Expressions of energy conservation law or work of 
external forces (applied to structure) on displacements [1,2] are samples of bilinear and quadratic functionals. Besides, 
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equation for work of external forces (applied to structure) is linear functional from a mathematical standpoint. It can be 
shown after analysis of formulations of boundary problems, that these formulations contain common part (description 
of the given domain and a variety of considering functions within solving process) and different mathematical equations 
for the conditions over the given domain and conditions at the boundary of domain. We have a problem similar to the 
computing of certain integrals of the following form 
³
:
 dxxFJ )(
with the given domain and function. If we consider the integral over extended domain (within method of extended 
domain [6]), the problem reduces to the computing of the integral of the form 
³ 
Z
T dxxFxJ )()( , 
where )(xT  is characteristic function of domain : ; )...,,,( 21 Nxxxx  . Function )(xT , domain discretization and 
the given function )(xF  are normally used as formal parameters for developing software in such cases. 
Conversely universal and the most convenient (variational) formulation of the boundary problem has the form 
³ )
Z
T dxuxFxu ),()()(min .                                                                                                                                (1) 
Expression (1) describes conditions over the given domain (differential equations) and natural boundary 
conditions. In the case of the given principal boundary conditions, solution of the problem is searched at least on the 
set of functions satisfying these conditions. In this sense, the development of corresponding software is required for 
solving of boundary problems with functions )(xT  and ),( uxF  as formal parameters. Variational formulations 
corresponds to a wide class of physical models (in addition to the common specification), have a smaller (two times 
less) order of derivatives of the function u  and includes the most difficult in terms of approximation boundary 
conditions (natural boundary conditions). Compatibility of conditions over the given domain, boundary conditions and 
right-side function is important factor. 
Application of standard approximation mesh simplifies approximation problems. It is carried out by introducing a 
mesh consisting in particular of the convex quadrilateral (two-dimensional) or octagonal (three-dimensional) elements. 
Since the mesh is normally defined as topologically equivalent to rectangular with a single mesh width, the new local 
coordinate system is introduced and corresponding mesh converts into a rectangular mesh with a single mesh width, 
corresponding integrals are computed over elements in the local coordinates. Thus, initial data for software 
development includes functions )(xT , ),( uxF  and coordinates of mesh nodes (it should be noted that only the 
second factor depends on differential equations, describing conditions over domain). Formally, approximation of the 
boundary problem confined to definition of approximation mesh, shape functions and integration scheme (normally 
trapezoid formula) within mesh element (for instance, finite element [2]). Further algorithm for constructing of resultant 
systems of linear algebraic equations and their solution by direct methods (for instance, Gauss method) for linear 
problems, and by iterative methods shouldn’t depend on the type of boundary problem at all. 
2. Theoretical foundations of method of basis (local) variations 
2.1. Linear finite-dimensional operator 
As known operator L  is transformation WVL o: , which put element y from space W  in correspondence with 
element x  from space V  ( xLy  ). Besides, we have linear operator L  if the following formulas (additivity 
(homogeneity) property) are valid for arbitrary elements 1x , 2x  from space V  and arbitrary complex number O
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2121 )( xLxLxxL   ; xLxL OO  )( .                                                                                                                        (2) 
Linear finite-dimensional operator is used within discretization of boundary problems of structural analysis. 
However, the general linear operator isn’t always given by the matrix. It is normally given either in the form of an 
algorithm, or as a sum or superposition of simpler operators, defined by formulas. It is usually relatively easy to 
create (with the use of modern programming languages) software with procedure for computing the action of the 
operator on the given vector. As it follows from the theory of operators finite-dimensional operator in each basis 
one-to-one correspond to matrix. We must be able to determine all the elements of this matrix in order to solve the 
problem by direct methods. 
An arbitrary element of the matrix corresponding to the linear operator can be determined by the formula 
ijji eLa )(,  ,                                                                                                                                                             (3) 
where L  is the linear operator; ji,  are numbers of raw and columns of matrix; je  is the basis vector ( Neee ...,,, 21  is 
the basis vector system). Generally, formula (3) defines a general algorithm for the automatic computing of the 
elements of the matrix corresponding to the linear finite-dimensional operator. 
Let’s justify the validity of the formula (3). Let x  be arbitrary vector. It can be represented as the sum of the form 
¦
 
 
N
j
jjexx
1
,                                                                                                                                                             (4) 
where Njx j ...,2,,1,   are components of vector x . Using the properties of a linear operator, we write 
¦
 
 
N
j
ijji eLxxL
1
)()( .                                                                                                                                                (5) 
Thus, the result of the action of the operator L  on an arbitrary vector coincides with the result of multiplication of 
matrix with elements ijeL )(  and vector. Elements of the matrix equivalent to the operator L  are defined by the 
formula 
ijNjiji eLaA )(}{ ...,2,,1,,    .                                                                                                                                        (6) 
The formula (5) reads as follows: applying the operator on the basis element number j  and selecting component 
number i  from resultant vector,  we obtain an element of the matrix of a linear operator jia ,  in the given basis 
Neee ...,,, 21 . Formula (5) remains valid if vector x  has a group numbering. Then ji,  are multiindexes  
( }...,,,{ 21 Niiii  ), matrix A  has the block structure. 
2.2. Bilinear functional 
As known bilinear functional is a function ),( yxBB  , which arguments are vectors yx,  from linear space W .
Besides, the following formulas must be valid for arbitrary vectors zyx ,,  from space W  and arbitrary number O
),(),(),( yzByxByzxB   ; ),(),(),( zxByxBzyxB   ;                                                                            (7) 
),(),( yxByxB OO  ; ),(),( yxByxB OO  .                                                                                                               (8) 
Functional of work of anisotropic elastic body is a sample of bilinear functional 
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³
:
: dvuCvuB tsnm
nm
ts )()(),( ,,
,
, HH ,                                                                                                                            (9)
where :  is domain, occupied by structure; )(, unmH  and )(
, vtsH  are relative strains; nmtsC ,,  are elastic coefficients; 
repetition of the upper and lower index means summation [7,8]. 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between bilinear functional and some linear operator. The bilinear 
functional can be seen as some (and in many cases more convenient) linear operator notation. We can point to two 
benefits of expression of the differential operator through bilinear functional for its numerical solution. Firstly, the 
order of the derivatives present in the functional decreases when going from the operator to the functional by 
integration by parts. The total number of terms in the differential expression is reduced normally. These factors are 
critical for development of problem-solving algorithms. Secondly, correct normalization of all types of boundary 
conditions occurs at the output of the linear functional. In addition, the functional includes the natural boundary 
conditions. Their separate definition is not required as in the case of the problem formulation with the use of 
differential operator.  In accordance with Riesz theorem bilinear functional, resulting from the expression of the 
corresponding operator, has the form 
),(),( vuLvuB     or   ),(),( vLuvuB  ,                                                                                                           (10) 
where L  is linear operator; L  is adjoint operator, ),(),( vLuvuL  .
The finite-dimensional bilinear functional mutually uniquely defined by the matrix, which is defined as the matrix 
of the bilinear form ),( vuB . Elements of this matrix can be defined by formula 
),(, jiji eeBa  ,                                                                                                                                                      (11) 
where B  is finite-dimensional linear functional; NjijiaA ...,2,,1,, }{    is the corresponding matrix; ji,  are numbers of 
raw and column of matrix; ji ee ,  are basis vectors. 
Let’s justify the validity of the formula (12). Vectors yx,  can be decomposed in the basis Neee ...,,, 21 :
¦
 
 
N
i
iiexx
1
; ¦
 
 
N
i
iieyy
1
,                                                                                                                                     (12) 
where ix  and iy  are components of the vectors. 
Functional ),( yxB  is linear in arguments yx,  (in accordance with definition of bilinear functional). We have 
¦¦¦¦
    
 ¸
¹
·¨
©
§ 
N
i
N
j
jiji
N
i
ii
N
i
ii yxeeBeyexByxB
1 111
),(,),(    or   ¦
 
  
N
i
jiji yxayxAyxB
1
,),(),( .                                  (13) 
Thus, we have general representation of a linear functional over its corresponding matrix. It is proved that this 
representation is uniquely. Expression (11) is the source of automatic generation of matrix, corresponding to the 
functional, especially if bilinear functional is given in the form of algorithms or any formulas with superpositions. 
2.3. Quadratic functional (energy functional) 
As known, quadratic functional is a numerical function ),( xxQ  of one vector variable x , which can be obtained 
from bilinear functional ),( yxB  under condition yx  .
Energy expression, which is normally written for solving of various problems of problems in theory of elasticity, 
is one of the most common examples of the application of the concept of a quadratic functional in structural 
mechanics. Energy functional for general problem of theory of elasticity for anisotropic body has the form 
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ts ,H  is the relative strain tensor [7,8]; 
nm
tsC
,
,  is the tensor of elastic coefficients; :  is N -dimensional domain, 
occupied by structure; repetition of the upper and lower index means summation. 
It is well known from the general theory of operator that every bilinear functional corresponding to a linear 
operator, and therefore the quadratic functional corresponds to a self-adjoint linear operator. For instance, operator 
for the Lame equations with natural boundary conditions (self-adjoint linear operator) corresponds to energy 
functional of the considering problem. 
Linear operator L  is self-adjoint operator if equation  LL  is valid ( L  is adjoint operator, ),(),( yLxyxL  ). 
It should be noted that self-adjoint linear operator can be described by a quadratic functional (the energy 
functional). Major advantages of corresponding variational formulations of problems of structural mechanics have 
been already considered. These advantages are obviously retained in case of replacing of self-adjoint differential 
operators by corresponding energy functionals. 
Let’s consider finite-dimensional quadratic functional ),( yxQ , which is defined in the form of algorithms or any 
formulas with superpositions. Elements of the corresponding matrix can be computed with the use of formula (11) 
or by the following formula 
)(
4
1
1,1
, j
t
iji eteQta  ¦
 
,                                                                                                                                     (15) 
where NjijiaA ...,2,,1,, }{    is the corresponding matrix; ji,  are numbers of raw and column; ji ee ,  are basis vectors. 
We can get formula (18) from equation (valid for quadratic form) 
),(),(),( vvQuuQyxQ  ,                                                                                                                                 (16) 
where 
2/)( yxu  ; 2/)( yxv  .                                                                                                                           (17)
Actually due to the fact that ),(),(),( yAxyxAyxQ    we have ( A  is symmetric matrix) 
).,(),()],(),(2),(),(),(2),[(
4
1
))(),((
4
1
))(),((
4
1
),(),(
yxQyxAyyAyxAxxAyyAyxAxxA
yxyxAyxyxAvvAuuA
   
  
Thus, in accordance with formula (18), we can compute the values of the corresponding elements of the matrix 
for quadratic functionals describing problems of structural mechanics. 
2.4. Linear functional 
Let’s consider definition of linear functional. Let V  and W  be linear spaces. If space W  is a real axis then 
linear operator G , which put elements from space W  in correspondence with elements from space V , is called linear 
functional. 
In accordance with general theorems of the theory of linear spaces finite-dimensional space (in particular, every 
linear functional) one-to-one corresponds to vector. An example of a physical analog of a linear functional equation 
is the work of the given external forces applied to the structure. The general expression of a linear functional can be 
represented as a scalar product of the fixed vector on an arbitrary vector 
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),()( xgxG  .                                                                                                                                                       (18) 
Elements of the vector, corresponding to linear functional, are computed similarly to the case of bilinear forms 
)( ii eGg  .                                                                                                                                                            (19) 
Let’s justify the validity of the formula (22).  
Vector x  can be decomposed in the basis Neee ...,,, 21  ( ix  is components of vector x ). Using the basic 
properties of linear operators we have 
¦¦
  
  ¸
¹
·¨
©
§ 
N
i
ii
N
i
ii gxeGxexGxG
11
),()()( ; ¦
 
 
N
i
iiexx
1
.
Expression (19) can be applied for automatic computing of the elements of the vectors, which are used in 
formulation of problems of structural mechanics.  
2.5. Basis functions 
Let’s consider functions, which can be used as simples basis functions. 
In the case of vector equations (for instance, equations of general theory of elasticity) we can use vectors, which 
elements are defined by the following formula 
¯
®
­
zz
  
 
,lisk
lisk
)l,s(e i,k or0,
and1,
                                                                                                                          (20) 
where Ns ...,2,,1  are numbers of nodal components; N  is the number of nodal unknowns; l  is the number of 
node (multiindex); i  is the number of basis vector (multiindex); k  is the number of component of basis vector. 
3. Principle of method of basis (local) variations 
Thus, the method of basis (local) variations provides, first of all, computing the left side of the governing 
differential equation 
FLu  ,                                                                                                                                                                 (21) 
formulating the problem, from an arbitrary function u  and the right-side function. Otherwise (in case of variational 
formulation) we must have a procedure for computing value of functional )(2)( F,uu,Lu  . In any case, from the 
algorithmic point of view, the essential factor is the possibility of the formulation of problem as a single expression, 
including the boundary conditions. We can use characteristic and penalty functions for this purpose. Discrete 
formulation of the considering problem can be obtained within extended domain Z , finite-dimensional space and 
approximation mesh topologically equivalent to rectangular. Resultant system of linear algebraic equations has the form 
fuA  ,                                                                                                                                                                 (22) 
where A is the matrix of coefficients; f  is the right-side vector; u  is the vector of unknowns. 
It is necessary to note that for non-linear problems we have to solve sequence of systems (25) if the governing 
mathematical expression is non-linear.  
Elements of matrix }{ ijaA   are computed with the use of formula (6), substituting in discrete formulas for Lu
basis function instead of u . Elements of matrix A, corresponding to quadratic part defined by expression 
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)()( u,uBuQ                                                                                                                                                         (23) 
for discrete analog of governing functional, are computed by formula 
)]()([
4
1 )()()()(
,
jiji
ji eeQeeQa     or   ¦
 
 
1,1
)()(
, )(4
1
t
ji
ji eteQta .                                                           (24) 
In this case, the elements of the right-side vector of the system of linear algebraic equations, corresponding to the 
linear part of this functional, 
)()( u,FuG                                                                                                                                                           (25) 
are computed with the use of formula 
)( )(ii eGf  .                                                                                                                                                          (26) 
Solution of resultant system of linear algebraic equations minimizes functional 
),(),(
2
1
)( uFuuLuɎ  .                                                                                                                                   (27) 
If quadratic and linear parts of functional (30) are not clearly isolated, coefficients of the system (25) can be 
computed by formulas ( 1t  and 2t  are corresponding local coordinates) 
¦¦
  
 
1,0 1,0
)(
2
)(
121,
1 2
)()12()12(
t t
ji
ji etetɎtta ; ¦
 
 
1,1
)( )(
2
1
t
i
i etɎtf .                                                             (28) 
If formulation of boundary problem contains nonlinear operator, stationary condition leads to solution of system 
of non-linear equations of type (25) for values of discrete function u . We can use Newton-Raphson iteration [9,10] 
k
k
kk vAuu 11   W .                                                                                                                                             (29) 
Elements of matrix }{ kijk aA   are computes as elements of Hessian matrix for the functional (30). Mixed 
derivative of functional is approximated with the use of forward differences [6] 
¦ ¦
  
|
ww
w 
1,0 1,0
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2
)(
1212
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1 2
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uɎa H
H
                                                            (30) 
and small step H  or with the use of central differences [6] 
¦ ¦
  
|
ww
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1,1 1,1
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2
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1 2
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4
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jik
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uɎa H
H
,                                                                      (31) 
where ...2,1,,0 k  is the number of iteration; W  is iteration parameter; kv  is error vector, 
FuLv kk  .                                                                                                                                                        (32) 
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It should be noted that normally we define 00  u .
The elements of the error vector are computed from the condition of stationary functional 
¦
 
|
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1,1
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2
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t
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i etuɎtu
uɎv H
H
.                                                                                                           (33) 
We can certainly use alternative universal formulas of method of basis variations. 
For linear problems we have ( 0  is zero vector of corresponding size): 
)]0()()()( )()()()( ɎeɎeɎeeɎa jijiij  ; )]()([5.0
)()( ii
i eɎeɎf  .                                                           (34) 
For non-linear problems we can use iterative scheme 
...1,0,,11    kfAuu kk
kk ; 00  u ,                                                                                                             (35) 
where }{ kijk aA   is the matrix with elements 
k
ija ,
)]()()()([)( )(2
)(
1
)(
2
)(
1
1
21
kjkikjikk
ij uĭeuĭeuĭeeuĭa  
 DDDDDD ;                                                             (36) 
]))2/(())2/(([ )(1
)(
1
1
1
ikikk
i euĭeuĭf DDD  
 ,                                                                                           (37) 
where kif  is element of vector 
kf ; parameters 01 !D  and 02 !D  are chosen as part of the value of next iteration. 
The criterion of the end of the iterative process has the form 
max
k f/f H H0 ,                                                                                                                                             (38) 
where maxH  is the given value. 
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